US-CERT Traffic Light Protocol (TLP) Timeline

- **September 2011**: US-CERT goes 100% TLP; US-CERT TLP definitions published
- **2012**: 
- **2013**: 
- **2014**: 
  - **October 20, 2014**: Tweaked us-cert.gov TLP:AMBER definition to include broader “parties who need to know” terminology
  - **September 17, 2014**: Rolled back “parties...” to previous “members of your own organization” definition
- **2015**: 
  - **February 19, 2015**: TLP BoF at 33rd M3AAWG General Meeting, SF
  - **June 17, 2015**: TLP BoF at 27th Annual FIRST Meeting, Berlin
- **2016**: 
  - **September 2, 2015**: FIRST Board approves TLP SIG Charter
  - **August 31, 2016**: FIRST TLP Announced
  - **September 18, 2016**: Briefed National Council of ISACs
  - **September 21, 2016**: Briefed CISC Participants
  - **September 23, 2016**: Briefed FS-ISAC
  - **September 26, 2016**: Briefed COMM-ISAC
  - **September 27, 2016**: Briefed E-ISAC
  - **September 29, 2016**: Briefed IT-SCC
  - **September 30, 2016**: US-CERT TLP transitions to FIRST TLP

- **June 13, 2016**: TLP SIG Draft finalized at in-person editing session at 28th FIRST Annual Meeting in Seoul